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. in the analYllis of the submitted design. As 
t	 design is built around a visualization of the 

of equipment as well as in terms of chemical 
'es of examples have been suggested for con
ible laboratory work for class purposes. 

e

n of the material applicable to this tool of chemi
brings together from widely scattered sources of 
y of the latest concepts dealing with the design 
ts. References have been included as a guide 

'ading. No originality is claimed so far as all 
is concerned, as much of the material presented 
published elsewhere. It is essential that books 
't operations and unit processes must serve as
 
with this tool of the profession.
 
uals and corporations have provided material,
 

the book would present an incomplete picture of 
To give due credit for such assistance, references 

at appropriate places in the text to those 
important facts. The author feels indebted to 

the editorial staff of Chemical and Metallurgical 
.r many helpful and detailed criticisms and sug
ially for the organization of the material in the 

a State College. 

tion of equipment; also~ the author wishes to 
preciation for the kind suggestions and aid of 

ey, head of the Department of Chemical Engi

FRANK C. VILBRANDT. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

Chemical Engineer.-The chemical enginl 
skilled in design, construction, and operation ( 
in which matter undergoes a change. 

Design comes first in the familiar trinity of £1 
the field of chemical engineering. Construction fo~ 

carries on. But of the three, Design is the teal 
of the chemical engineer. Because it starts at tt. 
the machine, or the process, or the plant, chemica 
underlies practically all industrial progress. So i 
crisis, industry turns to the chemical engineer fOI 
new viewpoint, the scientific method of attacking 
of present-day production and distribution. Hie 
opportunity.... His grounding in the funda 
chemistry, physics, and mathematics is, after all, tb 
greatest specific asset. It gives him adaptability 
professions. It provides a logical approach to t 
business-a working procedure for applying new 1 
ciples to industrial practice. More and more t~ 

has become a determining characteristic of the 
Today it offers him his greatest opportunity in lay 
through the plans for rebuilding industrial prosper] 

These lines, written as industry was draggin. 
depression of 1930-1934, are no less true to 
continue to be one of the most important 
chemical engineer. 

1 KIRKPATRICK, S. D., Chem. Mel. Eng., 38, 185(11 
1 




